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Harry potter 5 illustrated
 By: J.K Rowling

The next illustrated version of this
beloved series, Jim Kay's illustrations
really bring the story to life.
 

The Smartest kid in the Universe
By: Chris Grabenstein

 After an accident turns Jack into the
smartest kid in the universe, people
want him. From the government to
mega corporations, and not all of
them are good people!!! 

 

 

New year, 
new books!!!

Top books to read in 2021
By Hazel Johnson and Rowan McConnell

She Persisted: Harriet Tubman 
By: Andrea Davis Pinkney and Chelsea

Clinton, illustrated by Alexandra
Boiger and Gillian Flint

The next in a informative series, learn all
about this famous conductor on the

underground railroad    



An interview

with Jonathan

Hames, the

world's most

innovative

person.

Who Is Kamala Harris?
By: Kirsten Anderson and Who HQ,

Illustrated by Manuel Gutierrez 
 From pleasure reading to book

reports, this book is a perfect guide to
America's new Vice President. 

By Jennifer L. Holm

 

The Lion of Mars

Love From The Crayons
By: Drew Daywalt and Oliver

Teffers
 

This book is about that colors can
mean love. In the book it tells that all

colors can mean love in different ways.
The book says that colors can mean

kindness, love, care, and courage.

Lions who are rejected by their pride do
not survive long.

 
When you watch NASA videos or read

books about space, do you ever wonder
what it would be like to live on mars?

Meet Bell, one of the first kids to grow up
on mars. Bell is just a normal, cat loving
kid, but when disaster strikes, will he be

able to find out the secrets the 
grown-ups are keeping, and survive the

sand storm, or will he be 
rejected by his pride?     



FUNFUN
FITNESSFITNESS

Hi, Fitness Fanatics! Today we are going to use fitness to exercise
into 2021. You might be thinking, ¨What does she mean by

exercise into 2021?¨ Well, just keep reading to find out! 
To start, put on some gear that is all the same color (for example,

headbands, bracelets, shoes, etc.). Grab a family member and
have them do the same thing. Have your family member set a
stopwatch and say ¨ready, set, go!¨ When they say go, do 20

jumping jacks and 21 pushups. When you are finished have your
family member stop the stopwatch and write down your time.
Then repeat, except you use the stopwatch. Whoever has the

fastest time is the winner! If you won, congrats, you are officially
faster than your sibling or parent! If not, demand a rematch!

Fitness in 2021
By Mira Sandquist





Follow Pandi´s Instructions to Learn
How to Set a Fitness Resolution!







When you're not teaching art,

what do you like to do?

I enjoy taking walks and hikes

with my family. 

Who is your favorite artist and

why?

I have two. Pablo Picasso

because he changed his art over

time and broke all the rules. I

also like Frida Kahlo because

she voiced her opinions through

her art. 

How did you celebrate the New

Year?

A nice, quiet evening with my

family at home.

Do you make New Year's

resolutions?

I never make resolutions but I

strive to be a better version of

myself every year.

What kind of art do you enjoy

seeing and creating?

There is not one kind of art I

love more than others, but I like

seeing illustrations and abstract

art.  

As for creating, I used to only

make detailed pencil drawings

but recently I've started making

abstract paintings.

2021 is the year of the Ox. What

is your Chinese Zodiac Animal?

The        and I think all of my

family are Tigers.

What emoji describes 2021 so

far?

The confused emoji         

If you had one wish for 2021,

what would it be?

Peace in our United States.

 

T E A C H E R  T A L K
WI TH  DY LAN  SOPER

Today I will interview our Art Teacher, 
Mrs. Barney!



Hamster wheel hearts
Here's how to make hearts on your hamster's wheel

What you need:
hamster wheel

any color of pet safe paint
First get your hamster wheel ready by cleaning or getting your hamster off
of it.  Secondly paint your hearts onto the side of the wheel. Lastly let the

paint dry and then put it back in your hamster's cage and watch them run!
Photos are on page two. 

Valentines day dog toy 
Here's how to make the dog toy

what you need:
A pink or red (or both colored) t-shirt

First cut four strips of t-shirt  and make sure there long enough to tie
some knots in it.  Secondly tie the four strips in the provide pattern. Then 

 play with your dog with the toy. the pattern is on page two.

Happy Valentines day
I hope you all have a good valentines  with your pets, but if you want to

make it even better make these cool crafts for you pets.

Made By Paw



Cat heart mouse toy
How to make the cat heart mouse toy

what you need :
a mouse cat toy

a foam heart
hot glue gun

First  get your hot glue gun turned on . Secondly get your mouse and  foam
mouse and hot glue the foam heart to the tip of the tail. Lastly  wait for

the  glue to dry and give it to your kitty and watch them play all day! 

 

Here's the
pattern by

Dalmatian Diy


